MATRIX Z is the USA source that creates extraordinary product brands which incorporate re-cycled shell and loose aggregates from
our region and other regions of our planet that are processed into tiles, laminates and other use for a wide variety of industries.
All the brands are introduced as a harmonious mix for use in interior and exterior design applications - for both residential
and commercial applications.
The eco-friendly collections are composed of a variety of re-cycled elements in order to create a designer palette that can be used in
harmony with each other in designs for use in interior and exterior applications for commercial and residential floor and wall applications.
These products designed by nature with the innovative hand of man “Haute Nature”. This is Nature re-defined in tile and stone.
The company vision is to create a legacy that would incorporate artistic design along with respect for our natural coral and other shell
resources utilizing innovative technologies in its processes. We market our designs to the A & D community and other industries worldwide.
Please visit www.matrix-z.com for a complete product details and technical specifications.

SeaStone® products are cementitious stones containing a proprietary admixture using natural fossil shell
and other aggregates which vary from piece to piece designed to replicate the appearance of natural
stone. An enhanced manufacturing process applies tons of pressure to each unit, fusing the aggregates
and fossils together which simulates a natural occurrence. This unique process ensures a more durable
product with high compression strength and low water absorption qualities thus providing an alternative
to the use of natural stone.
SeaStone® Product profiles available:

SeaStone Collections

Shellstone Grey

Shellstone White

Shellstone Buff

SeaGlass SeaMist

SeaGlass Azure

SeaGlass Ice

ReefStone Grey

ReefStone White

ReefStone Buff

LimeStone Grey

LimeStone White

LimeStone Buff

Abalone Mosaic

Cut Shell Mosaic

Pearl Mosaic

School of Fish

Full Fish

Curve Fish

Fish Tail

Scallop

Cut Shell

Starfish in
GlasStone

Starfish in
SeaStone

Starfish in
ReefStone

SeaStone Specialty

SeaTile® A unique collection of natural shell tiles and man-made composition tiles which
incorporate crushed shell and other aggregates. The natural shell tile collections... ceramic
back laminates, polished mosaic shell, seamless shell and capiz shell are designed for
interior use and the specialty gem series and other composition tiles are designed for
both interior and exterior applications. Each collection is designed as a complement to
our brand SeaStone® These brands together are designed to harmonize design and may
be incorporated in both residential or commercial designs.

Ceramic Back and Laminate

Specialty Tile

SeaTile® ceramic back tiles and shell
laminates are available in 4 (four) natural
colors and a variety of color tints. SeaTiles
are offered in two distinct thicknesses:
1/4” (6mm) mounted on ceramic back
and 1/64” (0.3mm) for skin laminate. The
tile is created by a proprietary process
that uniquely applies the gem grade
shell laminate to unglazed ceramic tile.
The shell laminate skins are uniquely
prepared with a thin coating on the
reverse. Both the tiles and laminates
are then coated with a high gloss, heat
resistant two-part polyurethane for
protection and stain resistance. Raw shell
laminates are available in 4 (four) natural
colors and uncoated for translucent
effect under artificial or natural light.

Gem Series Tiles & Slabs are a unique thin veneer tile composition inlaid with abalone
mother of pearl engineered to reveal a surface composition composed of natural shell,
colored glass or other recycled elements for use in a number of interior and exterior
applications. The Gem Series is available in exciting colorations and sizes offering limitless
possibilities for use in design.

Black Pearl Natural

Abalone Pearl
Natural

White Sand

Beach

Sea Foam

Black Sea

Mangrove

Pacific Blue
with Abalone

River Bed

Blue Lagoon

White Pearl Natural

Abalone Paua
Natural

A Unique designed fusion of the SeaTile Specialty Gem
Collection and the SeaStone Collection engineered for use
for interior and exterior applications such as counter slabs
and table tops. May also be used as edge trim. The top finish
is composed of the ¼” Gem slab in our various colors shown
in that series and then fused with the cement tile base
collections shown in the SeaStone Collection.

Seamless Panel Shell Mosaics
Genuine polished shell mosaic tiles are buff polished and hand applied butt joined (seamless) on various options of hard back surfaces.
Natural pearl shell colorations vary from piece to piece, which enhances the iridescence and opalescence beauty of the product.
Standard Backing Fire Rated hard back surface: (Other backing options available by special order) Standard Shell Panel 12”x 12” x 1/4”
(300*300*6mm) Shell Mosaic size on panel: Square 1/2”x1/2” (15*15mm) or Brick Design 1/2” x 3/4” (15*25mm) other pattern designs
shown below. All sizes shown nominal. Other shell colors and or patterns are available by request.

Crackle Shell Veined

Pink Shell

3D Basket Weave

3D Flexible
Muscle Shell

Black Mother
of Pearl

White Mother
of Pearl

White Fresh Water
Mother of Pearl
Veined

Pen Shell

3D Pearl Beads

Tiger Spot

3D Muscle Shell

White Mother of
Pearl Scallop Fish
Scale Pattern

Blue Tiger Eye B

Blue Viens Stone

Yellow-Blue Tiger Eye

Yellow Tiger Eye

Semi-Precious JewelStone Tile
Semi-Precious GemStone is a crystal composition and a mineral
or other natural material that has the beauty and durability
which, in cut and polished form, is utilized in industry in a
number of ways; we have captured the beauty of the discarded
waste of this mineral to design a series of tiles that may be used
for vertical wall enhancements or accessories. The rock form
is engineered as an enhancement aggregate in our SeaStone
Brand. Semi -precious gemstones are suitable for residential
and commercial, interior or exterior walls and floors and aquatic
installations, including swimming pools and spas. The supply is
limited to availability and offered as a unique collection of tiles
and stone “nature made”. Some examples are shown in tile form
which is available in 12”x12”x ¼” and 6”x6”x1/4” or other sizes
cut to Listello accents.
Blue Tiger Eye A

For complete product details visit www.matrix-z.com

Polished Natural Shell Mosaic Tiles
Genuine Polished shell mosaic tiles are buff polished and back mounted on mesh backing in standard size tiles that are 12” x 12” x
1/64th” (300*300* 1.2mm). The natural shell mosaic is factory applied to the mesh in various mosaic sizes 5/8” - 1” x 1” (15mm - 25mm)
joint size spacing is 1/16”. All sizes shown are nominal.

MMFPRANBW

MMFPRANDV

MMFPRAN

MMFP020VP

MMFP025V

MMFP015V

MMFPW025

MMFPW015

MMFPRD25V

MMFP025

MMFPG25V

MMFPBDV

Capiz Natural White

Capiz Gold Wash

MMST01115

MMST01125

Capiz Collection
Genuine individual Capiz shells are
placed on thin standard 18”x 18”x 1/16”
or 12”x 24”x 1/16” panels, with a rated
coating to protect the surface. Product is
also available in a number of geometric
pressed patterns in 18”x 18”x 1/2”, used
singularly or as a repeat by design.

Natural Black Wash

Natural Abolone

www.matrix-z.com
We support the Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED)
Green Building Rating System, the nationally accepted benchmark for
the design, construction, and operation of high-performance green
buildings. Matrix Z is committed to ecological sustainability in all our
products. Most products are composed of recycled content composition
of natural shell, and/or by-products of industry. Product shade, pattern,
and color variations are inherent characteristics.
Use of these products may contribute to LEED material and resource credits.

Telephone: 800-657-7866 or 954-522-7866
E-mail: info@matrix-z.com
Matrix Z, LLC - USA
Fort Lauderdale, Florida
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